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The Hall is available 
to hire for a wide  

variety of private or 
commercial functions.  

It is particularly  
suitable for Company 
dinners and meetings. 



The Hall is used daily for a wide variety 
of different functions such as committee 
meetings, yoga groups, small to large for-
mal lunches or dinners, birthday or 
Christmas parties, market research or 
product launches, and commercial sales.  
There is a good piano and the Hall is of-
ten used as a rehearsal space or concert 
venue. The space available is very versa-

tile and can be 
adapted to 
accommodate 
small to large 
groups in 
comfort.  

The large kitchen means your caterers 
can serve anything from tea and coffee 
or a buffet to a full three course sit down 
meal. If you require we can organise a 
caterer for you. 

The public garden outside creates a feel-
ing of peace and tranquillity so difficult 
to find within the Square Mile. 

History of the Building 

The Hall was one of the City’s original 
Charity Schools but during the Second 
World War it was used for A.R.P.  
purposes, the Lower Hall serving as a 
range for rifle practice. It was restored 
and refurbished following the War. 

During 2010 and 2011 the Hall was  
completely redecorated and overhauled, 
including the addition of step free access 
to both Upper and Lower Hall and a  
disabled toilet. 

The interior is panelled 
with oak, acquired from a 
dismantled stately home 
in Northamptonshire and 
dating from 1726. Two 
Coade Stone figures of 
charity children dating 
from 1821 are displayed in 
cabinets in the Hall. 

Upper HallUpper HallUpper HallUpper Hall    
Size: 
Cocktail party:   150 people 
Sit-down meal:  75 people 
Meeting:  100 people 
(Theatre style) 
 
Tables:  
10 Catering tables: 6’ x 2’6” 
 
Chairs:  100 
 
Adjoining the Upper Hall is a kitchen, 
with catering range (six rings, large 
oven) ,warming oven, and two fridges. 
Hire of the kitchen is included in the 
charge for the Upper Hall. 

 

Lower HallLower HallLower HallLower Hall    
This can be hired in addition to the Upper 
Hall as an extra meeting space, or used for 
bar facilities or pre-dinner receptions.  

Present Day 

If you require further information or 
would like to arrange to view the Hall 
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